Notions of guardedness serve to delineate admissible recursive definitions in various settings in a compositional manner. In recent work, we have introduced an axiomatic notion of guardedness in symmetric monoidal categories, which serves as a unifying framework for various examples from program semantics, process algebra, and beyond. In the present paper, we propose a generic metalanguage for guarded iteration based on combining this notion with the fine-grain call-byvalue paradigm, which we intend as a unifying programming language for guarded and unguarded iteration in the presence of computational effects. We give a generic (categorical) semantics of this language over a suitable class of strong monads supporting guarded iteration, and show it to be in touch with the standard operational behaviour of iteration by giving a concrete big-step operational semantics for a certain specific instance of the metalanguage and establishing adequacy for this case.
Introduction
Guardedness is a recurring theme in programming and semantics, fundamentally distinguishing the view of computations as processes unfolding in time from the view that identifies computations with a final result they may eventually produce. Historically, the first perspective is inherent to process algebra (e.g. [26] ), where the main attribute of a processes is its behaviour, while the second is inherent to classical denotational semantics via domain theory [36] , where the only information properly infinite computations may communicate to the outer world is the mere fact of their divergence. This gives rise to a distinction between intensional and extensional paradigms in semantics [1] .
For example, in CCS [26] a process is guarded in a variable x if every occurrence of x in this process is preceded by an action. One effect of this constraint is that guarded recursive specifications can be solved uniquely, e.g. the equation x "ā. x, whose right-hand side is guarded in x, has the infinite stream a.ā. . . . as its unique solution. If we viewā as an action of producing an output, we can also view the process specified by x "ā. x as productive and the respective solutionā.ā . . . as a trace obtained by collecting its outputs. The view of guardedness as productivity is pervasive in programming and reasoning with coinductive types [11, 14, 15, 20] as implemented in dependent type environments such as Coq and Agda. Semantic models accommodate this idea in various ways, e.g. from a modal [28, 2] , (ultra-)metric [12, 22] , and a unifying topos-theoretic perspective [5, 9] . In recent work, we have proposed a new axiomatic approach to unifying notions of guardedness [19, 18] , where the main idea is to provide an abstract notion of guardedness applicable to a wide range of (mutually incompatible) models, including, e.g., complete partial orders, complete metric spaces, and infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaces, instead of designing a concrete model carrying a specific notion of guardedness. A salient feature of axiomatic guardedness is that it varies in a large spectrum starting from total guardedness (everything is guarded) and ending at vacuous guardedness (very roughly, guardedness in a variable means independence of this variable) with proper examples as discussed above lying between these two extremes. The fact that axiomatic guardedness can be varied so broadly indicates that it can be used for bridging the gap between the intensional and extensional paradigms, which is indeed the perspective we are pursuing here by introducing a metalanguage for guarded iteration.
The developments in [18] are couched in terms of a special class of monoidal categories called guarded traced symmetric monoidal categories, equipped with a monoidal notion of guardedness and a monoidal notion of feedback allowing only such cyclic computations that are guarded in the corresponding sense. In the present work we explore a refinement of this notion by instantiating guarded traces to Kleisli categories of computational monads in sense of Moggi [27] , with coproduct (inherited from the base category under fairly general assumptions) as the monoidal structure. The feedback operation is then equivalently given by guarded effectful iteration, i.e. a (partial) operator
to be thought of as iterating f over X until a result in Y is reached. As originally argued by Moggi, strong monads can be regarded as representing computational effects, such as nondeterminism, exceptions, or process algebra actions, and thus the corresponding internal language of strong monads, the computational metalanguage [27] , can be regarded as a generic programming language over these effects. We extend this perspective by parametrizing such a language with a notion of guardedness and equipping it with guarded iteration. In doing so, we follow the approach of Geron and Levy [13] who already explored the case of unguarded iteration by suitably extending a fine-grain call-by-value language [23] , a refined variant of Moggi's original computational λ-calculus.
A key insight we borrow from [13] is that effectful iteration can be efficiently organized via throwing and handling exceptions (also called labels in this context) in a loop, leading to a more convenient programming style in comparison to the one directly inspired by the typing of the iteration operator (1) . We show that the exception handling metaphor seamlessly extends to the guarded case and is compatible with the axioms of guardedness. A quick illustration is presented in Fig. 1 where the handleit command implements a loop in which the raise command indexed with the corresponding label identifies the tail call. The print operation acts as a guard and makes the resulting program well-typed. Apart from this non-standard use of exceptions, they can be processed in a standard way with the handle command.
To interpret our metalanguage we derive and explore a notion of strong guarded iteration and give a generic (categorical) denotational semantics, for which the main subtlety are functional abstractions of guarded morphisms. We then define a big-step operational semantics for a concrete (simplistic) instance of our metalanguage and show an adequacy result w.r.t. a concrete choice of the underlying category and the strong monad.
Related work. We have already mentioned work by Geron and Levy [13] . The instance of operational semantics we explore here is chosen so as to give the simplest proper example of guarded iteration, i.e. the one giving rise to infinite traces, making the resulting semantics close to one explored in a line of work by Nakata and Uustalu [30, 31, 29, 32] . We regard our operational semantics as a showcase for the denotational semantics, and do not mean to address the notorious issue of undecidability of program termination, which is the main theme of Nakata and Uustalu's work. We do however regard our work as a stepping stone both for deriving more sophisticated styles of operational semantics and for developing concrete denotational models for addressing the operational behavior as discussed in op.cit. The guarded λ-calculus [9] is a recently introduced language for guarded recursion (as apposed to guarded iteration), on the one hand much more expressive than ours, but on the other hand capturing a very concrete model, the topos of trees [5] .
Plan of the paper. In Section 2 we give the necessary technical preliminaries, and discuss and complement the semantic foundations for guarded iteration [19, 18] . In Sections 3 and 4 we present our metalanguage for guarded iteration (without functional types) and its generic denotational semantics. In Section 5 we identify conditions for interpreting functional types and extend the denotational semantics to this case. In Section 6 we consider an instance of our metalanguage (for a specific choice of signature), give a big-step operation semantics and prove a corresponding adequacy result. Conclusions are drawn in Section 7.
f : A Ñ B from A P |C| to B P |C|. We tend to omit object indices on natural transformations.
Coproduct summands and distributive categories. We call a pair σ "
X, if it forms a coproduct cospan, i.e. X is a coproduct of Y 1 and Y 2 with σ 1 and σ 2 as coproduct injections. Each summand σ " σ 1 , σ 2 thus determines a complement summandσ " σ 2 , σ 1 : Y 2 X. We often identify a summand σ 1 , σ 2 with its first component when there is a canonically predetermined σ 2 . Summands of a given object X are naturally preordered by taking σ 1 , σ 2 to be smaller than θ 1 , θ 2 iff σ 1 factors through θ 1 . In the presence of an initial object ∅, with unique morphisms ! : ∅ Ñ X, this preorder has a greatest element id X , ! and a least element !, id X . By writing X 1`. . .`X n we designate the latter as a coproduct of the X i and assign the canonical names in i : X i X 1`. . .`X n to the corresponding summands. Dually, we write pr i : X 1ˆ. . .ˆX n Ñ X i for canonical projections (without introducing a special arrow notation). Note that in an extensive category [8] , the second component of any coproduct summand σ 1 , σ 2 is determined by the first up to isomorphism. However, we do not generally assume extensiveness, working instead with the weaker assumption of distributivity [10] : a category with finite products and coproducts (including a final and an initial object) is distributive if the natural transformation XˆY`XˆZ ridˆinl,idˆinrs Ý ÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝÝ Ñ XˆpY`Zq is an isomorphism, whose inverse we denote by dist X,Y,Z .
Strong monads Following Moggi [27] , we identify a monad T on a category C with the corresponding Kleisli triple pT, η, p--q ‹ q on C consisting of an endomap T on |C|, a |C|-indexed class of morphisms η X : X Ñ T X, called the unit of T, and the Kleisli lifting maps p--q ‹ : HompX, T Y q Ñ HompT X, T Y q such that
These definitions imply that T is an endofunctor and η is a natural transformation. Provided that C has finite products, a monad T on C is strong if it is equipped with a strength, i.e. a natural transformation τ X,Y : XˆT Y Ñ T pXˆY q satisfying a number of standard coherence conditions (e.g. [27] ). Morphisms of the form f : X Ñ T Y form the Kleisli category of T, which has the same objects as C, units η X : X Ñ T X as identities, and composition pf, gq Þ Ñ f ‹ g, also called Kleisli composition.
In programming language semantics, both the strength τ and the distributivity transformation dist essentially serve to propagate context variables. We often need to combine them into pT distq τ : XˆT pY`Zq Ñ T pXˆY`XˆZq. We denote the latter transformation by δ.
(trv) Guarded Iteration Let us fix a distributive category C and a strong monad T on C. The monad T is (abstractly) guarded if it is equipped with a notion of guardedness, i.e. with a relation between Kleisli morphisms f : X Ñ T Y and summands σ : Y 1 Y closed under the rules in Fig. 2 , where f : X Ñ σ T Y denotes the fact that f and σ are in the relation in question, in which case we also call f , σ-guarded. Let Hom σ pX, Y q be the subset of HompX, T Y q consisting of the morphisms X Ñ σ T Y . We also write f :
More generally, we use the notation f : X Ñ p,q,... T Y to indicate guardedness in the union of injections in p , in q , . . . where p, q, . . . are sequences over {1, 2} identifying the corresponding coproduct summand in Y . For example, we write f : X Ñ 12,2 T ppY`Zq`Zq to mean that f is rin 1 in 2 , in 2 s-guarded.
The axioms (trv), (sum) and (cmp) come from [19] . Here, we also add the rule (str) stating compatibility of guardedness and strength. Note that since C is distributive, idˆσ is actually a summand.
Let us record some simple consequences of the axioms in Fig. 2 .
The following rules are derivable:
satisfying the fixpoint law : f : " rη, f : s ‹ f .
We call a pre-iterative monad T guarded Elgot if it satisfies -naturality: g ‹ f : " prpT inlq g, η inrs ‹ f q : for f : X Ñ 2 T pY`Xq, g : Y Ñ T Z; -codiagonal: pT rid, inrs f q : " f :: for f : X Ñ 12,2 T ppY`Xq`Xq;
uniformity: f h " T pid`hq g implies f : h " g : for f : X Ñ 2 T pY`Xq, g : Z Ñ 2 T pY`Zq and h : Z Ñ X; -strength: τ id X , f : " pT pid`pr 2 q δ id X , f q : for any f : X Ñ 2 T pY`Xq;
and guarded iterative if f : is a unique solution of the fixpoint law (the remaining axioms then are granted [19] ).
The above axioms of iteration are standard (cf. [6] ), except strength which we need here for the semantics of computations in multivariable contexts.
The notion of (abstract) guardedness is a common generalization of various special cases occurring in practice. Every monad can be equipped with a least notion of guardedness, called vacuous guardedness and defined as follows: f :
On the other hand, the greatest notion of guardedness is total guardedness, defined by taking f : X Ñ 2 T pY`Zq for every f : X Ñ T pY`Zq. This addresses total iteration operators on T, whose existence depends on special properties of T, such as being enriched over complete partial orders. Our motivating examples are mainly those that lie properly between these two extreme situations, e.g. completely iterative monads for which guardedness is defined via monad modules and the iteration operator is partial, but uniquely satisfies the fixpoint law [25] . For illustration, we consider several instances of guarded iteration.
Example 3. We fix the category of sets and functions Set as an ambient distributive category in the following examples.
1. (Finitely branching processes) Let T X " νγ. P ω pX`Actˆγq, the final P ω pX`Actˆ--q-coalgebra with P ω being the finite powerset functor. Thus, T is equivalently described as the set of finitely branching nondeterministic trees with edges labelled by elements of Act and with terminal nodes possibly labelled by elements of X (otherwise regarded as nullary nondeterminism, i.e. deadlock ). Every f : X Ñ T pY`Xq can be viewed as a family pf pxq P T pY`Xqq xPX of trees whose terminal nodes are labeled in the disjoint union of X and Y . Each tree f pxq thus can be seen as a recursive process definition for the process name x relative to the the names in X`Y . The notion of guardedness borrowed from process algebra requires that every x 1 P X occurring in f pxq must be preceded by a transition, and if this condition is satisfied, we can calculate a unique solution f : : X Ñ T Y of the system of definitions pf pxq : T pY`Xqq xPX . In other words,
2. (Countably branching processes) A variation of the previous example is obtained by replacing finite with countable nondeterminism, i.e. by replacing P ω with the countable powerset functor P ω1 . Note that in the previous example we could not extend the iteration operator to a total one, because unguarded systems of recursive process equations may define infinitely branching processes [4] . The monad T X " νγ. P ω1 pX`Actˆγq does however support both partial guarded iteration in the sense of the previous example, and total iteration extending the former. Under total iteration, the fixpoints f : are no longer unique. This setup is analysed more generally in detail in [17] .
3. A very simple example of total guarded iteration is obtained from the (full) powerset monad T " P. The corresponding Klesili category is enriched over complete partial orders and therefore admits total iteration calculated via least fixpoints.
4. (Complete finite traces) Let T X " PpAct ‹ˆX q be the monad obtained from P by an obvious modification ensuring that the first elements of the pairs from Act ‹ˆX , i.e. finite traces, are concatenated along Kleisli composition. Like P, this monad is order-enriched and thus supports a total iteration operator via least fixpoints (see e.g. [16] ). From this, a guarded iteration operator is obtained by restricting to the guarded category with f :
5. Finally, an example of partial guarded iteration can be obtained from Item 3 above by replacing P with the non-empty powerset monad P`. Total iteration as defined in Item 3 does not restrict to total iteration on P`, because empty sets can arise from solving systems not involving empty sets, e.g. η inr : 1 Ñ P`p1`1q would not have a solution in this sense. However, it is easy to see that total iteration does restrict to guarded iteration for P with the notion of guardedness defined as follows: f : X Ñ 2 P`pY`Zq iff for every x, f pxq contains at least one element from Y .
For a pre-iterative monad T, we derive a strong iteration operator :
which essentially generalizes the original operator p--q : to morphisms extended with a context via Wˆ--. This will become essential in Section 3 for the semantics of our metalanguage.
To clarify the role of (3), we characterize it as iteration in a simple slice category CrW s arising for every fixed W P |C| as the co-Kleisli category of the product comonad [7] Wˆ--, that is, |CrW s| " |C|, Hom CrW s pX, Y q " Hom C pWX , Y q, identities in CrW s are projections pr 2 : WˆX Ñ X, and composition of
The monad T being strong means in particular that for every W P |C|, τ yields a distributive law of the monad T over the comonad Wˆ--, which extends T from C to CrW s [35] . Moreover, we obtain the following properties.
Theorem 4. Let T be a strong monad on a distributive category C, and let W P |C|. Then the following hold.
2. if T is guarded pre-iterative on C then so is the extension of T to CrW s under the same definition of guardedness and iteration defined by (3); 3. if T is guarded Elgot on C then so is the extension of T to CrW s.
Proof (Sketch). The proof of Clause 1. runs along the following lines. Being a co-Kleisli category, CrW s inherits finite products from C. Finite coproducts are inherited thanks to C being distributive; e.g.
Since both products and coproducts in CrW s are inherited from C, so is distributivity. The unit of the extension of T to CrW s is η pr
The relevant laws and Clauses 2. and 3. are obtained by routine calculation. [ \
A Metalanguage for Guarded Iteration
We proceed to define a variant of fine-grain call-by-value [23] following the ideas from [13] on labelled iteration. For our purposes we extend the standard setup by allowing a custom signature of operations Σ, but restrict the expressiveness of the language being defined slightly, mainly by excluding function spaces for the moment. The latter require some additional treatment, and we return to this point in Section 5.
We fix a supply Base of base types and define (composite) types A, B by the grammar
The signature Σ consists of two disjoint parts: a value signature Σ v containing signature symbols of the form f : A Ñ B, and an effect signature Σ c containing signature symbols of the form f : A Ñ BrCs. While the former symbols represent pure functions, the latter capture morphisms of type A Ñ 2 T pB`Cq, in particular they carry side-effects from T . The term language over these data is given in Fig. 3 . We use a syntax inspired by Haskell's do-notation [21] . The metalanguage features two kinds of judgments:
for values and computations correspondingly. These involve two kinds of contexts: Γ denotes the usual context of typed variables x : A, and ∆ denotes the context of typed exceptions e : E α with E being a type from (4) and α being a tag from the two-element set {g, u} to distinguish the exceptions raised in a guarded context (g) from those raised in an unguarded context (u) of the program code. Let us denote by |∆| the list of pairs e : E obtained from an exception context ∆ by removing the g and u tags. Variable and exception names are drawn from the same infinite stock of symbols; they are required to occur non-repetitively in Γ and in ∆ separately, but the same symbol may occur in Γ and in ∆ at the same time.
Notation 5. As usual, we use the dash p--q to denote a fresh variable in binding expressions, e.g. do --Ð p; q, and use the standard conventions of shortening do --Ð p; q to do p; q and do x Ð p; pdo y Ð q; rq to do x Ð p; y Ð q; r. Moreover, we encode the if-then-else construct if b then p else q as case b of inl --Þ Ñ p; inr --Þ Ñ q, and also use the notation
The language constructs relating to products, coproducts, and the monad structure are standard (except maybe init, which forms unique morphisms from the null type 0 into any type A) and should be largely self-explanatory. The key features of our metalanguage, discussed next, concern algebraic operations on the one hand, and exception-based iteration on the other hand.
Algebraic operations via Generic effects
The signature symbols f : A Ñ Br0s from Σ c have Kleisli morphisms A Ñ T B as their intended semantics, specifically, if A " n and B " m, with n and m being identified with the corresponding n-fold and m-fold coproducts of 1, the respective morphisms n Ñ T m dually correspond to algebraic operations, i.e. certain natural transformations T m Ñ T n , as elaborated by Plotkin and Power [33] . In context of this duality the Kleisli morphisms of type n Ñ T m are also called generic effects. Hence we regard Σ c as a stock of generic effects declared to be available to the language. The respective algebraic operations thus become automatically available -for a brief example consider the binary algebraic operation of nondeterministic choice ' : T 2 Ñ T 1 , which is modeled by a generic effect toss : 1 Ñ T 2 as follows:
Exception raising Following [13] , we involve an exception raising/handling mechanism for organizing loops (we make the connection to exceptions more explicit, in particular, we use the term 'exceptions' and not 'labels', as the underlying semantics does indeed accurately match the standard exception semantics). A guarded exception e : E g is raised and recorded in the exception context ∆ accordingly by the guarded case command gcase f pvq of inl x Þ Ñ p; inr y Þ Ñ raise e q.
The f pvq part acts as a guard partitioning the control flow into the left (unguarded) part in which a computation p is executed, and the right (guarded) part, in which the exception e is raised. Also, we allow raising of a standard unguarded exception e : E u with raise e q.
x : (Iterated) exception handling The syntax for exception handing via handle e in p with q is meant to be understood as follows: p is a program possibly raising the exception e and q is a handling term for it. This can be compared to the richer exception handling syntax of Benton and Kennedy [3] whose construct try x ð p in q unless {e Þ Ñ r} ePE we can encode as:
where p, q and r come from the judgments
and the idea is to capture the following behavior: unless p raises exception e : E g , the result is bound to x and passed to q (which may itself raise e), and otherwise the exception is handled by r. An analogous encoding is already discussed
(if x < y then swap(j, j+1)); print("swap at position ", j) & raisej (j+1)); print("proceed with ", m') & raisem(m'); inr Þ Ñ ret ‹ in [3] where the richer syntax is advocated and motivated by tasks in compiler optimization, but these considerations are not relevant to our present work and so we stick to the minimalist syntax.
Note that we restrict to handling guarded exceptions only, although a construct for handling unguarded exceptions could be added without a trouble. The side condition |∆| " |∆ 1 | of the term construction rule for handle ensures that we can raise unguarded expressions in the handling term q and those become guarded in the resulting program. The reason for it is that the exception e being handled occurs in a guarded context thanks to p and so any exception in q becomes inherently guarded in this context.
The idea of the new construct handleit e " p in q is to handle the exception in q recursively using q itself as the handling term, so that if q reraises e, handling continues repetitively. The value p is substituted into q to initialise the iteration. Example 6. Let us illustrate the constructs introduced in Fig. 3 by the simple example of the familiar bubble sort algorithm in Fig. 4 .
Here we assume that Base " {Nat, Str} consists of natural numbers and character strings correspondingly, Σ v consists of the obvious operations over natural numbers such as`: NatˆNat Ñ Nat (addition),´: NatˆNat Ñ Nat`1 (subtraction) and ă" : NatˆNat Ñ 2 (comparison) where 2 " 1`1, and the effect signature Σ c consists of length : 1 Ñ Nat r0s, get : Nat Ñ Natr0s, swap : NatˆNat Ñ 1r0s and print : StrˆNat Ñ 0r1s. Intuitively, one should think of an underlying array for which lengthpq returns its length, get yields a value by index, and two cells of given indices can be interchanged with swap. The operation of printing acts as a loop guard, as follows from its type profile.
Generic Denotational Semantics
We proceed to give a denotational semantics of the guarded metalanguage assuming the following:
a distributive category C (with initial objects); -a strong guarded pre-iterative monad T on C.
Supposing that every base type A P Base is interpreted as an object A in |C|, we define A for types A (see (4)) inductively by
To every f : A Ñ B P Σ v we associate an interpretation f P HompA, Bq in C and to every f : A Ñ BrCs P Σ c an interpretation f P Hom inr pA, T pBC qq. Based on these we define the semantics of the term language from Fig. 3 . The semantics of a value judgment Γ $ v p : A is a morphism Γ $ v p : A P HompΓ , Aq, and the semantics of a computation judgment
. , e m : E αm m q and σ ∆ : ∆ 1 ∆ is the summand induced by removal of unguarded exceptions e : E u from ∆ with ∆ 1 denoting the result.
The semantic assignments for computation judgments are given in Fig. 5 (we skip the obvious standard rules for values) where in e : E Ñ ∆ is the obvious coproduct injection of E to ∆ identified by e, assoc is the associativity isomorphism X`pY`Zq -pX`Y q`Z, and p´q ; is the strong iteration operator from (3). The correctness of our semantic assignments is established by the following claim: Proposition 7. For every rule in Fig. 3 , assuming the premises, the morphism in the conclusion is p!`σ ∆ q-guarded.
Proof. For (fun), (prod), (ret), (case) and (init), the verification is straightforward by the axioms of guardedness in C. For (gcase) and (do), we proceed analogously using the axioms of guardedness in CrΓ s and Theorem 4. Strong iteration as figuring in (iter) is, by Theorem 4, the standard guarded iteration in CrΓ s, and the problem in question amounts to verifying that f : : X Ñ σ T Y whenever f : X Ñ σ`id T pY`Xq. This is already shown in [19] .
Consider the remaining rule (handle) in detail. By regarding g and h as morphisms in CrΓ s, we reformulate the claim as follows: assuming g : 1 Ñ !`pσ∆`idq T pA`p∆`Eqq and h : E Ñ T pA`∆q, show that rη, hs ‹ pT assocq g : 1 Ñ !`σ∆ T pA`∆q. Noting that pT assocq g : 1 Ñ p!`σ∆q`id T ppA`∆q`Eq, we obtain the goal by using pcmp ‹ q from Proposition 1.
[ \
Functional Types
In order to interpret functional types in fine-grain call-by-value, it normally suffices to assume existence of Kleisli exponentials, i.e. objects T B A such that HompC, T B A q and HompCˆA, T Bq are naturaly isomorphic, or equivalently that all the presheaves Homp--ˆA, T Bq : C op Ñ Set are representable. In order to add functional types to our metalanguage we additionally need to assume that all the presheaves Hom σ p--, T Aq : C op Ñ Set are representable, i.e. for every A and σ : A 1 A there is A σ P |C| such that ξ : HompX, A σ q -Hom σ pX, T Aq (6) naturally in X. By Yoneda lemma, this requirement is equivalent to the following.
Definition 8 (Greatest σ-algebra). Given σ : A 1 A, a pair pA σ , ι σ q consisting of an object A σ P |C| and a morphism ι σ : A σ Ñ σ T A is called a greatest σ-algebra if for every f : X Ñ σ T A there is a uniquef : X Ñ A σ with the property that f " ι σf .
X T A
A σ f f ισ By the usual arguments, pA σ , ι σ q is defined uniquely up to isomorphism. The connection between ι σ and ξ in (6) is as follows: ι σ " ξpid : A σ Ñ A σ q and ξpf : X Ñ A σ q " ι σ f . It immediately follows by definition that ι σ is a monomorphism. The name 'σ-algebra' for pA, ι σ q is justified as follows.
σ is σ-guarded by (cmp), so we obtain α σ such that ι σ α σ " ι ‹ σ by the universal property of pA σ , ι σ q. Since ι ‹ σ " µ A T ι σ , it follows that ι σ : pA σ , α σ q Ñ pA, µ A q is a morphism of functor algebras. Since monad algebras are closed under taking functor subalgebras and ι σ is monic as observed above, it follows that pA σ , α σ q is a T-subalgebra of pA, µ A q.
[ \ Proposition 10. 1. Suppose that a greatest σ-algebra pA σ , ι σ q exists. Then (a) ι σ is the greatest element in the class of all σ-guarded subobjects of T A; (b) for every regular epic e : X Ñ Y and every morphism f :
Assuming that every morphism in C admits a factorization into a regular epic and a monic, the converse of (1) is true: If (a) and (b) hold for pA σ , ι σ q, then pA σ , ι σ q is a greatest σ-algebra.
Proof. 1.: Part 1a is immediate; we show 1b. Given a regular epic e : X Ñ Y and a morphism f : Y Ñ T A such that f e : X Ñ σ T A, consider the diagram
where e is the coequalizer of h and g, and w exists uniquely by the universal property of ι σ . Since ι σ w h " f e h " f e g " ι σ w g and ι σ is monic, w h " w g. Hence, there is u : Y Ñ A σ such that w " u e. Therefore we have ι σ u e " ι σ w " f e. Since e is epi, this implies f " ι σ u. Since ι σ is σ-guarded, so is f by (cmp).
2.: Let f : X Ñ σ T A, with factorization f " m e into a mono m and a regular epi e. By 1b, m is σ-guarded; by 1a, it follows that m, and hence f , factor through ι σ , necessarily uniquely since ι σ is monic.
[ \ Example 11. Let T be a strong monad on a distributive category C and let Σ : C Ñ C be an endofunctor such that all the fixpoints T Σ X " νγ. T pX`Σγq exist. These extend to a strong monad T Σ , called the generalized coalgebraic resumption monad transform of T [19] . Moreover, T Σ is guarded iterative with f : X Ñ σ T Σ A iff out f : X Ñ T pA`ΣT Σ Aq factors as T pσ`idq g for some g : X Ñ T pA 1`Σ T Σ Aq. Suppose that coproduct injections in C are monic and T preserves monics. Then for every A P |C| and σ there is at most one g such that out f " T pσ`idq g. This entails an isomorphism
obviously natural in X, from which we obtain by comparison with (6) that
Example 12. Let σ : A 2 A, whose complement isσ : A 1 A and let us revisit Example 3.
1.
T " νγ. P ω p--`Actˆγq is an instance of Example 11, and thus A σ " P ω pA 1`A ctˆT Aq.
2. For T " νγ. P ω1 p--`Actˆγq under total guardedness, A σ " T A independently of σ. For the other notion of guardedness on T, A σ is constructed in analogy to Item 1.
3. For T " P being totally guarded, again A σ " PA. 4. For T " PpAct ‹ˆ--q, it follows that A σ " PpAct ‹ˆA1`A ct`ˆA 2 q. 5. Finally, for T " P`, it follows by definition that A σ " PpA 1 qˆP`pA 2 q.
Assuming that greatest σ-algebras exist, we complement our metalanguage with functional types A Ñ ∆ B where the index ∆ serves to store information about (guarded) exceptions of the curried function. Formally, these types are interpreted as A Ñ ∆ B " A Ñ pB`∆q !`σ∆ . In the term language, this is reflected by the introduction of λ-abstraction and application, with syntax and semantics as shown in Fig. 6 , where ξ is the isomorphism from (6).
Operational Semantics and Adequacy
We proceed to complement our denotational semantics from Sections 4 and 5 with a big-step operational semantics. Following Geron and Levy [13] , we choose the simplest concrete monad T sensibly illustrating all the main features and model it operationally. In [13] this is the maybe monad T X " X`1 on Set, which . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . suffices to give a sensible account of total iteration. The`1 part is necessary for modeling divergence. Since total iteration is still a guarded iteration, we could formulate an adequate operational semantics over this monad too. To that end we would need to assume that the only operation f : A Ñ BrCs in Σ c with C ‰ 0 is some distinguished element tick : 1 Ñ 0r1s whose denotation is the unit of the monad (regarded as totally guarded). However, total iteration is only a degenerate instance of guarded iteration, and therefore, here we replace X`1 with the guarded pre-iterative monad freely generated by an operation put : N Ñ 0r1s of outputting a natural number (say, to console), explicitly (on Set): T X " pXˆN ‹ q Y N ω . More abstractly, T X is the final pX`Nˆ--qcoalgebra. The denotations in T X are of two types: pairs px, τ q P XˆN ‹ of a value x and a finite trace τ of outputs (for terminating iteration) and infinite traces π P N ω of outputs (for non-terminating iteration).
We fix T X " pXˆN ‹ q Y N ω for the rest of the section. Let us spell out the details of the structure of T, which is in fact an instance of Example 11 under T " Σ " Id. The unit of T sends x to px, q. Given f : X Ñ T Y , we have
for x P X, τ P N ‹ , π P N ω with``denoting concatenation of a finite trace with a possibly infinite one. Guardedness for T is defined as follows: f : X Ñ 2 pY`ZqˆN ‹ Y N ω if for every x P X, either f pxq P N ω or f pxq " pin 1 y, τ q for some y P Y , τ P N ‹ or f pxq " pin 2 z, τ q for some z P Z, τ P N`. Finally, given f :
. . , f px n q " pin 1 y, τ n q, τ 1``¨¨¨``τn´1``π if f pxq " pin 2 x 1 , τ 1 q, . . . , f px n q " π, τ 1``¨¨¨i f f pxq " pin 2 x 1 , τ 1 q, . . .
where the first clause addresses the situation when iteration finishes after finitely many steps, the second one addresses the situation when we hit divergence witnessed by some x n P X reachable after finitely many iterations, and the third
Rules:
qrv1{xs ⇓ raisex v2, τ2 . . . handleit x " p in q ⇓ τ1``τ2``¨¨F ig. 7: Operational semantics clause addresses the remaining situation of divergence via unfolding the loop at hand infinitely often. In the latter case, the guardedness assumption for f is crucial, as it ensures that each τ i is nonempty, and therefore the resulting trace τ 1``τ2``¨¨¨i s indeed infinite.
Operationally, guardedness in the above sense is modeled by cutting the control flow with the put command, which is the only one contributing to the traces. Concretely, let Base " {N}, Σ v " {zero : 1 Ñ N, succ : N Ñ N} and Σ c " {pred : N Ñ p1`Nqr0s, put : N Ñ 0r1s}. Operational semantics over these data is given in Fig. 7 . Note that the bottom rule for handleit relies on the fact that each τ i is nonempty, which can be easily established by induction. Now we can state the main result of this section as follows.
Theorem 13 (Adequacy). Let ∆ |´$ c p : B. Then,
Proof (Idea). The proof runs analogously to [13] by showing a stronger typeindexed property used as an induction invariant in the style of Tait [34] .
Conclusions and Further Work
We have instantiated the notion of abstract guardedness [19, 18] to a multivariable setting in the form of a metalanguage for guarded iteration, keeping in touch with the seminal ideas of Moggi [27] and the fine-grain call-by-value perspective [23] . As a side product, this additionally resulted in a semantically justified unification of (guarded) iteration and exception handling, extending previous work by Geron and Levy [13] .
In future work, we aim to investigate further applications of our unifying machinery, on the one hand for devising denotational (e.g. final coalgebra based) models for existing operational models, and on the other hand for developing operational accounts of phenomena whose denotational models can be taken as input. One prospective example is suggested by work of Nakata and Uustalu [32] , who give a coinductive big-step trace semantics for a while-language. We conjecture that this work has an implicit guarded iterative monad TR under the hood, for which guardedness cannot be defined using the standard argument based on a final coalgebra structure of the monad because TR is not a final coalgebra. The relevant notion of guardedness is thus to be identified. Moreover, we will explore the relation of our work to call-by-push-value languages, using in particular a suitable notion of guardedness in Eilenberg-Moore algebras.
A Appendix: Omitted proofs
A.1 Proof of Lemma 1
Let us show (iso). Let w.l.o.g. Y 1`Y2 " Y and f : X Ñ in 2 T pY 1`Y2 q, i.e. σ " in 2 . Since ϑ is an isomorphism, we have ϑ " rϑ 1 , ϑ 2 s : Y 1`Y2 Ñ Y 1 and hence we derive
Next, we check pcmp ‹ q. Let w.l.o.g. σ " in 2 and ϑ " in 2 . Note that by pisoq, pT assoc -1 q f :
We note that the rule
The rule (wkn) is obtained from pcmp ‹ q by instantiating Z with ∅, g with η and ϑ with σϑ. The induced non-trivial premise becomes ησ : Y 1 Ñ σϑ T V , and it is verified as follows: ησ " pTσqη " pT σϑqpT ξqη which is σϑ-guarded by (trv) and (cdm). Here we used the fact thatσ factors as σϑ ξ with some ξ, for, dually, σϑ factors through σ.
[ \ A.2 Proof of Theorem 4
1. Being a co-Kleisli category, CrW s inherits finite products from C. Finite coproducts are inherited thanks to C being distributive; e.g. Hom CrW s pXỲ , Zq " Hom C pWˆpX`Y q, Zq -Hom C pWˆX`WˆY, Zq -Hom C pWX , ZqˆHom C pWˆY, Zq " Hom CrW s pX, ZqˆHom CrW s pY, Zq. Since both products and coproducts in CrW s are inherited from C, so is distributivity. To extend T to CrW s, we need to describe the unit, Kleisli lifting, and the strength. The unit is just η pr 2 : WˆX Ñ T X where η is the unit of T in C; similarly, the strength is τ
The relevant laws are verified by straightforward calculation.
2. Let us verify that the extension of T to CrW s satisfies the axioms of guardedness from Fig. 2 .
-(trv) Given f : WˆX Ñ T Y , we need to check that T pinl pr 2 q τ pr 1 , f : WˆX Ñ 2 T pY`Zq. Indeed, T pinl pr 2 q τ pr 1 , f reduces to pT inlq f and we are done by the original (trv) for C.
" pg ppr 1ˆi dqq ‹ τ id, pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " pg ppr 1ˆi dqq ‹ T pid`pr 2 q δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f : " pg ppr 1ˆi dqq ‹ T pidˆpr 2`p r 2 q δ id, δ pr 1 , f : " rpT inlq g ppr 1ˆp r 2 q, η inr pr 2 s ‹ δ id, δ pr 1 , f : " rpT inlq g pidˆpr 2 q, η inr pr 2 s ‹ δ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , f : and analogously rewrite the right hand side:
rpT inlq g, η inr pr 2 s ‹ δ pr 1 , f ; " T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , rpT inlq g, η inr pr 2 s ‹ δ pr 1 , f : " T ppr 2`i dq rpT inlqpidˆgq, η inrpidˆpr 2 qs ‹ δ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , f : " rpT inlq g pr 2 , η inrpidˆpr 2 qs ‹ δ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , f : Now both obtained expressions under daggers can be unified by (7):
rpT inlq g pidˆpr 2 q, η inr pr 2 s ‹ δ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , f and on the other hand, by naturality for p--q : , and by (7): f ;; " pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : q : " pT ppr 2`i dq pT distq T ppr 1ˆi dq τ id, pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : q : " pT ppr 2`i dq pT distq T ppr 1ˆi dq pT pid`pr 2 q δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : q : " pT pppr 2`i dq dist ppr 1ˆi dq`pr 2 q δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q ::
" pT pppr 2`i dq dist ppr 1ˆp r 2 q`pr 2 q δ id, δ pr 1 , f q ::
" pT pppr 2`i dq dist pidˆpr 2 q`pr 2 q δ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , f q :: " pT pppr 2`i dq dist pidˆpr 2 q`pr 2 q T p pr 1 , id ` pr 1 , id q δ pr 1 , f q ::
" pT pppr 2`i dq dist`idq δ pr 1 , f q :: .
-(uniformity) Let f pr 1 , h " T ppr 2`h q δ pr 1 , g for f : WˆX Ñ 2 T pYX q, g : WˆZ Ñ 2 T pY`Zq and h : WˆZ Ñ X. Then we have f ; pr 1 , h " pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : pr 1 , h " pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , g q : " g ; , as desired, by uniformity of p--q : , whose premise is verified as follows:
pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q pr 1 , h " T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f pr 1 , h " T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , T ppr 2`h q δ pr 1 , g " T ppr 2`i dq T pidˆpr 2`i dˆhqδ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , g " T ppr 2 pr 2`i dˆhqδ pr 1 , δ pr 1 , g " T ppr 2 pr 2`i dˆhq T p pr 1 , id ` pr 1 , id q δ pr 1 , g " T ppr 2` pr 1 , h q δ pr 1 , g .
-(strength) Given f : WˆX Ñ 2 T pY`Xq, τ pr 1 , f ; " τ pr 1 , pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " T ppr 1ˆi dq τ id, pT ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " T ppr 1ˆi dq pT pid`pr 2 q δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " pT ppr 1ˆi d`pr 2 q δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " pT pid`pr 2 q T ppr 1ˆi d`pr 1ˆi dq δ id, T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " pT pid`pr 2 q δ pr 1 , T ppr 2`i dq δ pr 1 , f q : " pT pid`pr 2 q δ pr 1 , f q ; .
[ \ do x Ð p; q ρ "          pb, τ``τ 1 q if p ρ " pin 1 a, τ q and q rρ,xÞ Ñas " pb, τ 1 q τ``π if p ρ " pin 1 a, τ q and q rρ,xÞ Ñas " π pin 2 b, τ q if p ρ " pin 2 b, τ q π if p ρ " π handle x in p with q ρ "
pin 1 a, τ q if p ρ " pin 1 a, τ q pin 2 d, τ q if p ρ " pin 2 pin 1 dq, τ q pb, τ``τ 1 q if p ρ " pin 2 in 2 a, τ q and q rρ,xÞ Ñas " pb, τ 1 q τ``π if p ρ " pin 2 in 2 a, τ q and q rρ,xÞ Ñas " π π if p ρ " π handleit x " p in q ρ "
pin 1 w, τ 0``¨¨¨``τk q if Dv 0..k , τ 0..k s.t. v 0 " p ρ @i. q rρ,xÞ Ñvis " pin 2 in x v i`1 , τ irρ,xÞ Ñv k s " pin 1 w, τ k q pin 2 in y w, τ 0``¨¨¨``τk q if Dv 0..k , τ 0..k s.t. v 0 " p ρ @i. q rρ,xÞ Ñvis " pin 2 in x v i`1 , τ irρ,xÞ Ñv k s " pin 2 in y w, τ k q τ 0``¨¨¨``τk´1``π if Dv 0..k , τ 0..k s.t. v 0 " p ρ @i. q rρ,xÞ Ñvis " pin 2 in x v i`1 , τ irρ,xÞ Ñv k s " π τ 0``¨¨¨o therwise Furthermore, we need the following lemma:
Lemma 15 (Substitution Lemma). Let σ : Γ Ñ Γ 1 be a substitution. If Γ $ v v : A, then vσ ρ " v pxÞ Ñ σpxq ρ qxPΓ . Furthermore, if ∆ | Γ $ c p : A, then pσ ρ " p pxÞ Ñ σpxq ρ qxPΓ .
We proceed with the proof of adequacy by induction over the structure of values and computations. We write σ " rw 1 {x 1 , . . . , w n {x n s.
v " x i . We have vrw 1 {x 1 , . . . , w i {x i , . . . , w n {x n s " w i , for which P holds by assumption. v " ‹. By definition of P . v " zero. By definition of P . v " succ u. We have´$ v succpuσq : N. Hence, P holds by definition. v " inl u. Trivially by induction. v " inr u. Trivially by induction. v " u, z . Trivially by induction. v " λx. p. We need to show that given´$ v u : A satisfying P , P pprσ, u{xsq is true, which follows by induction.
p " ret v. Trivially by induction. p " pred pvq. vσ can either be zero or succ v 1 . In both cases, p ⇓ ret u, , and pred pvσq " pin 1 u, q, so the first clause applies.
